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12 million trees by 2012. That’s the simplest 
view of the extremely expansive El Verde 
Movement of Camarines Sur’s (CamSur) local 
government. Spearheaded by Governor Lray 
Villafuerte’s vision of environmental protec-
tion and preservation, the campaign involves 
mobilizing some 10,000 residents from the 
1,036 barangays of 35 towns and two cities of 
the province to plant both fruit-bearing and 
commercial trees at the rate of 500,000 in one 
hour upon the project’s official launch on Feb-
ruary 23.
 But there’s more to this initiative 
than mere tree planting. Apart from reforesta-
tion, the campaign also champions the protec-
tion of riverbanks and lakesides, mangroves 
and beaches, as well as urban greening. The El 
Verde Movement integrates schemes on biodi-

versity conservation, economic development 
and climate adaptation strategies to reverse the 
rate of deforestation in CamSur. 
 The CamSur local government en-
courages for the project to be a “partnership 
with everybody” as municipal and barangay 
LGU’s to academic institutions, NGOs, to 
business and commercial establishments are 
all prodded to take part.
 Perhaps, what sets the El Verde 
Movement apart from the enormity of its 
goals, is that it does not rely on tapping peo-
ple’s environmental conscience or goodness 
of heart alone. Specific reward systems have 
been set to ensure a mutually beneficial part-
nership between CamSur and its constituents. 
For instance, a participating family residing in 
CamSur will be given an area to plant, where 

they will be required to maintain a minimum 
of 2,500 trees for two years. Then, depending 
on the scheme that works best for them, they 
will receive benefits such as food packs and 
free educational subsidies for primary and sec-
ondary students, as well as become automati-
cally enrolled in the PhilHealth Indigency 
Program. There are also schemes specific to 
students and corporate sponsors each with 
their respective reward system. 
 On a larger scale, The El Verde 
Movement will also be launching a contest 
under the four categories of rain-foresta-
tion, riverbank and lakeside protection, 
mangrove and beaches, and urban green-
ing, where cash prizes of up to Php 250,000 
are at stake to winners in the three levels 
of participation (municipal, barangay/pri-

vate/non-government, and schools). At the 
barangay level, a maximum of ten barangays or 
private/ non-government organizations can 
be judged winners for each category. At the 
municipal level, only one per category will be 
awarded. 

CamSur’s El Verde Movement: An Open Invitation
By TIMOTHY JAY IBAY

2011 has just started, yet the world has 
already witnessed one environmental 
disaster happen, one right after the other. 

A record breaking 36 inches of snow has 
dropped since January 1 in New York in the 
United States. Previous records show that the 
highest number previously recorded was at 27 
inches.  A normal amount for a New York win-
ter would be around 22 inches. Schools had to 
close down since streets became impassable. 

Freezing temperatures in Mexico left zoo 
animals dead.  The drop in temperature was 
sudden and local agencies failed to give advi-
sories for the weather, which resulted in zoo-
keepers failing to take precautions. Loss of 
electricity also occurred. 

In Brazil, it was reported that 500 people 
died. Only the roofs and treetops could be seen 
after a recent flooding occurred. The death toll 
reached into the hundreds. Roads and bridges 
collapsed making rescue efforts more difficult.  
Flights were delayed or cancelled. The govern-
ment of Brazil has been criticized for their lack 

of disaster planning. 
Bushfires are a common occurrence in 

Australia.  Perth in Western Australia is the lat-
est victim. People had to be evacuated out of 
their homes. 

According to reports, heavy rains in 
Queensland, Australia has damaged 30, 000 
homes and caused 3 billion Australian dol-
lars worth of damages to crops and lost coal 
exports. Tropical Cyclone Yasi also affected 
Queensland’s sugar and banana producing 
areas.

In the Philippines, floods are also a com-
mon occurrence.  Jolo Province in the South 
has been declared in a state of calamity. More 
than 1000 families have been affected.   Deaths 
have occurred. Landslides have resulted from 
the floods, and people are still in evacuation 
camps. Damages to infrastructure were also 
brought about by the heavy rains. 

  “The 1991 Ormoc flash flood tragedy is 
by far the worst in terms of its effect on hu-
man lives,” Director Melchito 

Worldwide Environmental Disasters
By ASTRA C. ALEGRE
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Is it me or has Ilocos turned into the 
adrenaline center of the Philippines? 
From surfing in Vigan, kayaking in Laoag, 

to hiking in Burgos, sports junkies definitely 
have plenty of things to direct their pent-up 
energy towards in the northern region in 
Luzon. And now, the province of La Union has 
been developed into another utopia for those 
who want heavy doses of vigor and rigor in the 
form of the Mt. Pugo adventure and the much 
subtler (but still heart-racing) Alamid coffee.

A “nest” of thrills
Just seeing Pugad Resort in the town of 

Pugo, La Union would be enough to convince 
you that it’s definitely not a place where you 
just sit back and relax. The entrance alone is 
filled with high-visibility helmets that you’ll 
pretty much be spending a lot of time wearing 
during your stay. The view from the pool and 
the dining area, on the other hand, show the 
zip line courses (and believe me, you’ll hear the 
screams of the zip line riders from anywhere in 
the resort).

The zip line has three courses that vary in 
height, speed, and rider positions. If you want 
the full experience, you should begin from the 
one at the peak of the hill where you will first be 
suspended in “superman position,” meaning 
head first. This is the best position to bring out 
your camera to record the whole thing because 

your hands will be free for the next 15 or so 
seconds after you are released from the starting 
point. Prepare yourself for a very abrupt stop 
at the end.

The second zip line is the fastest among the 
three courses, lasting for less than ten seconds. 
This time, though, you’ll be placed in a sitting 
position and your hands have to be placed 
firmly on the harness. By the third course, you 
will have been used to the feeling of gravity 
pulling you down. One way that will help you 
minimize your acrophobia (aka your fear of 
heights) is by emptying your lungs of air before 
you are released from each point of the zip line. 
This will reduce the actual feeling of falling and 
will give you a smoother ride.

Another activity that will test your toler-
ance for heights is the wall climbing challenge. 
From a distance, it might look fairly easy to 
do because a person would be supported by 
a harness. But you will discover that it’s more 
complicated when you actually start climbing 
because not all the rocks on the wall are built 
evenly. That means that if you pick the wrong 
rock to hold on to, your hand or foot would slip 
and you will either be stuck in one part of the 
course or fall (safely) down so you will have to 
start all over again. 

Expert wall climbers might enjoy the add-
ed twist of having to climb the left part of the 
wall, which has an incline that’s harder to grasp 

La Union: 
Luzon’s Adrenaline 
Utopia By RAYDON L. REYES

Photos by Brian Casenas and Frank Dizon
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onto as compared to the regular, straight path 
upward. You also have to make sure that your 
abdomen sticks firmly to the wall so gravity 
doesn’t work against you. 

If handling machines with wheels is more 
your thing, then you will definitely have a good 
time driving the all terrain vehicles or ATVs. 
You don’t need a license or driving experience 
to ride one because it’s very simple to operate. 
You just flick the switch to turn it on and press 
the right lever on the handle to accelerate. Feel 
the rush as you glide over the rocky soil, adjust-
ing your velocity depending on whether you’re 
riding uphill or downhill. After all, accelerating 
without thinking about the terrain might make 
your ATV turn over if you make a sharp turn or 
zoom off an incline.

Cat droppings, anyone?
In S.O.U.L. Café in the town of Rosario, 

there is a much easier way to feel an adrenaline 
high: drinking a cup of Alamid coffee. At first 

glance, it might look like an ordinary cup of joe 
but what thirsty caffeine aficionados need to 
know before they take that first sip is that it is 
literally made from civet droppings.

A civet is a small cat-like animal that feeds 
on coffee berries and gets rid of the fleshy pulp, 
leaving only the beans that have been infused 
with their proteolytic enzymes that actually 
enhance the taste of the coffee. After they pass 
through the civet’s intestines, the beans are 
then defecated and harvested by coffee farm-
ers who will wash, sun dry, roast, and then brew 
the beans.

Experts would tell you that the civets actu-
ally remove the bitterness of the coffee, leaving 
only the uniquely sweet taste and the stimulat-
ing aroma that will have you craving for more 
after you finish your first cup. But you might 
need to prepare a hefty sum of money because 
the Alamid is actually the most expensive kind 
of coffee in the world, ranging from USD 75 
(roughly Php3,000-4,000) per cup. That and 

the thought that you’re 
drinking coffee brewed 
from droppings will 
surely be enough to get 
you roused way until 
midnight.

So mark La Union 
as your next weekend 
destination and spoil 
your adventurous side – 
whether it’s a sporty one or 
the caffeine-induced kind. 
No excessive screaming or 
hurling please.

The Mt. Pugo adventure and 
the visit to S.O.U.L. Café were 
part of North Philippines Vis-
itors Bureau’s ‘Lakbay Norte 
2’ last January 23-27, 2011. 
For more information, call 
them at (+632) 637-6798.

From wall climbing, ATV, ziplines, to Alamid coffee, La Union has plenty to offer for those who 
crave high—energy activities.
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The Belgians have a reputation of 
being “Bourgondiers”, or a people 
who enjoy life to the fullest. Dur-

ing the Belgian Embassy’s celebration of 
their King’s Day at the Official Belgian 
Residence in Manila, they gave guests a 
sample of this with good food, flowing 
drinks, and hearty moments were shared 
by everyone who joined in their festivities. 

The King’s Day, or Day of the Dynasty as 
it was originally called, has been celebrated 
since 1866 in honor of the Belgian monarch. 
The 15th of November, when it is celebrated, 
is the feast of Saint Leopold in the German Li-
turgical calendar, while it is the feast of Saint 
Albert in the Roman Catholic calendar. Bel-
gium’s first two Kings as well as the country’s 
fourth were called Leopold, while the third 

King, who is the current King of Belgium, was 
named Albert.

Belgian Ambassador H.E. Christian Meer-
schman explains: “This day (King’s Day) sym-
bolizes the unity of the Belgian nation in all its 
political, cultural and linguistic variety.” 

That Belgian “unity” was spread through 
all the guests who frolicked in the splendid 
garden of the Official Belgian Residence in 
Manila as no one could question what a grand 
time everyone was having. “People enjoyed. 
I think the Belgian touch: the Belgian fries, 
which is always a success, the absence of a 
lengthy speech, that fantastic garden and the 
quite informal manner of the Belgians (was 
appreciated by everyone)”, comments Ambas-
sador Meerschman on their Embassy’s grand 
reception.

Belgian “Bourgondiers” Salute The King  Text and Photos by TIMOTHY JAY IBAY

Ambassadors Mohsin Razi of Pakistan, Y. Kristiarto S. Legowo 
of Indonesia and A. Selverajah of Singapore

Michele Miari Fulcis of the ADB and Italian Ambassador Luca Fornari
Florian Brandl of the Austrian Embassy with 
German Consul Klaus Muller

J. Van Den Broeck and Jeffrey Shepard of the United States Embassy

Ambassador Meerschman proposes a toast

Kathleen Borotra with ECCP president Hubert d’Aboville

Peter C. Labrie and Roland Borotra
Erik Moller Nielsen of the Royal 
Danish Consulate Philippe Bartolomi and Jean-Luc Kebers
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They seem ubiquitous nowadays, Sat-
urdays and Sundays of open spaces 
filled with booths brimming with food 

items, beauty products, clothes and almost 
any other product not normally available in 
a commercial supermarket or department 
store. These are the weekend markets, which 
have grown in popularity in the country over 
the last couple of years, and have become for 
some, a haven to launch their homegrown 
business.  According to RJ Ledesma, one 
of the founders of the Metro’s newest addi-
tion to weekend markets, Mercato Centrale, 
“These markets are very popular abroad, 
they are actually staples of a community. 
You have the Boroughs market in London 
and the Chelsea Market in New Yok for ex-
ample. The idea caught on in the Philippines 
due to the pioneering efforts of the Salcedo 
(Village) and Legazpi (Village) markets.” 

The demographic for most of the weekend 
markets run in Makati City and the Fort Boni-
facio area are of the AB social roster, they are 
residents of neighboring condominiums or 
villages or employees at offices and hospitals 
nearby. “We have the weekend market food-
ies, the organic produce shoppers and finally, 
we have the destination food enthusiasts who 
come from all around Metro Manila to try our 
extensive food selection” remarks Ledesma 
about Mercato Centrale’s appeal.

Lance Feliciano, owner of Mexican snack 
booth, Taqueria Mia at the Salcedo Village 

Market says that weekend markets allow him 
a good testing ground for his target clientele. 
“I was presented a partnership to offer Mexi-
can food, and knowing the quality and taste of 
the items, I agreed. However, the popularity 
of Mexican cuisine isn’t so high to warrant in 
opening a full restaurant.  This was the most 
viable alternative”. Entrepreneur Krie Lopez 
(of Messy Bessy Natural Household Clean-
ing Products) shares in Feliciano’s opinion of 
weekend markets being great “start-up” venues 
for their business.  Although Lopez’ products 
are now available at some supermarkets, she 
still has booths at the Legazpi Village Market 
and Mercato Centrale. “Having a booth in a 
weekend market requires a lot of commitment, 
especially with regard to the work schedule it 
requires.  But we also believe that weekend 
markets are the most ideal way to introduce 
your new homegrown product to the market, 
since the rent is affordable, and the customers 
are receptive.”

Booth owners intimate that one of the 
greatest advantages of starting off at a week-
end market with their wares is that it allows 
for better interaction between the customer 
and the creator or the supplier of the desired 
product. Are there any cons? “The rainy sea-
son is a major damper.  Expect sales to be low 
if you are part of an outdoor market.  It is really 
hard to get people out of their beds only to get 
sloshed in the rain,” says Feliciano. Competi-
tion for a customer’s attention and loyalty are 
also challenges, as people tend to be fickle and 
are always on the lookout for something new 
or better on offer.

What are some tips that can help the entre-
preneur improve their sales? Ledesma shared 
his insights:

“First, the proprietor needs to be present 
and has to be a people person, interacting with 
his or her customers.  Second,  one must have 
2-3 signature products from their selection that 
their customer can focus their attention on and 
develop a need for. The third is they need to 
be open to feedback from their customers and 
make continous improvements and lastly, they 
need to have an attractive, or attention getting 
booth.

The online marketplace has long been 
a staple globally. The Philippines, with 
its affinity for the latest technologi-

cal trends, has likewise seen its population 
of online shoppers rise through the years. 
Studies have shown though, that they’re still 
lagging behind their Asian counterparts.

In a survey conducted last year by Grey 

Group Asia Pacific, titled “Eye on Asia”, it 
was found that 46 percent of Filipinos have 
purchased goods via the Internet. It must be 
stated, however, that nearly all the respondents 
said they would still prefer to shop in malls and 
department stores.

Comparatively, in both Japan and Korea, 
92 percent preferred online 

Weekend Markets present 
opportunities for entrepreneurs
By KATRINA A. HOLIGORES     Photo courtesy of Mercato Centrale

My job is to look out for foreign men 
and women, or more importantly 
their businesses in the Philippines. 

As an attorney, my task has been to steer cli-
ents, mostly foreigners, through laws that are 
at times unsystematic, impractical, or down-
right illogical. Making sense of the law is my 
best contribution to establishing a “rule of 
law”, a concept that the Philippines has not 
mastered or embraced or understood.  There 
are some days I take a deep breath, knowing 
that I have a lot of explaining and/or translat-
ing to do. And it’s from that unique vantage 
point that I see my country and all its contra-
dictions, strange practices, and odd ways. The 
real irony is that I learn more from my clients 
than they do from me. Even better, I learn 
more about myself as a Filipino because of it.

There are many things about the Philip-
pines, other than the law that simply do not 
translate. Such as the greeting you receive 
from the folks in the mall who have invented 
a separate gender: the “mamsir” as in: “Hello 
Ma’am Sir!, Welcome to Ayala Center!”. Or 
Filipinos’ ability to tolerate noise pollution in 
the mall. Or why we walk in little packs. Or take 
pictures of ourselves so often.  Or that we are 
all such wonderful singers ( I can vouch that 
is a myth). How we drive—the passing lane is 
the slow lane. Or why we like sweet bread or 
sandwiches that taste like cake (pan de sal) or 
spaghetti with half a cup of sugar per cup of spa-
ghetti. The other day I was laughing while my 

American friends were eating “choc-nut” and 
comparing it to peanut butter but perplexingly 
powdery. The common things, food, and hab-
its I grew up with are suddenly analyzed, taken 
apart, and yes, made fun of. It’s okay—Pinoys 
do the same when we travel.

I travel a lot, I think, as much as I can be-
cause my family lives all over the world and be-
cause I love to do it, but I have never really left 
the Philippines. There is a responsibility I feel 
over my country which is so misunderstood  
that makes me want to protect and promote 
my country to the world. It’s corny but I am 
willing to share its secrets to others because 
like most Filipinos who are aware of the prob-
lems this nation faces’ or who live with so many 
problems they no longer know where to draw 
the line where the problems end and real life 
begins. We know we have a good thing going 
here and we all love coming home. Sounds dys-
functional? Welcome to the P.I.

There are many things about the Philip-
pines that defy explanation. And maybe here 
we will get the chance to bridge the great di-
vide between your way of life and ours. It can 
be frustrating, but it might be fun. And anyway, 
if everything were straightforward, well, where 
is the column in that?

Amanda Carpo is a practicing attorney and 
avid triathlete. Her business,  Kittelson and Car-
po Consulting and law practice Carpolaw is fo-
cused on inbound foreign investment. Her e-mail: 
amanda@kittelsoncarpo.com

Local Eye for the Foreign Guy The Open Market Online   By TIMOTHY JAY IBAY

The political upheaval in Egypt has sent 
many world stock markets plummeting to 
historic lows. If the massive disturbance in 
Egypt continues longer, shares could even 
drop frighteningly lower in the coming 
days, considering that instability is likely 
to  spread elsewhere in the region. The 
global scenario is that of investors hold-
ing tight to their monies as the prospect 
of widespread disruption hits the markets. 
But once again, as so many times before, 
the Swiss franc, Japanese yen and the U.S. 
dollar proved to be safety net currencies.

Middle Eastern stock markets 
plunged, notably Dubai’s. Leading Euro-
pean bourses such as London’s, Germa-
ny’s and France’s showed lackluster per-
formance. The British airlines and holiday 
industries’ stocks in particular dropped 
lower than expected.  The Japanese stock 
market took the worst beating in a month. 
Losses were also registered in Hong Kong 
and South Korea.  United States equities 
likewise edged down, resulting in con-
sternation among Asian traders. Australia 
and New Zealand’s financial markets fared 
no better. Even Singapore and India were 
adversely affected. Communist  China 
was temporarily unaffected due largely 
to much spending for the Chinese Lunar 
New Year. 

Crude Oil Prices Up 
Ratings agencies continue to have a 

negative outlook on Egypt, which they 
now consider as very risky. Tourism in 
this country has hit rock bottom with the 
neighboring countries not far behind. 
The political imbroglio in Egypt, once 
the powerful Land of the Pharaohs, has 
pushed the eurozone debt crisis to the 
background. But Europe is not spared 
from concern about Egypt.  

What’s worse, prices of crude oil have 
gone up. This is because of apprehensions 

that Egypt’s  Suez Canal might be closed. 
The Suez Canal connects the Mediter-
ranean Sea and the Red Sea. Its closure 
would mean that oil tankers and cargo 
ships would be forced to sail around Af-
rica to transport oil from the Middle East 
to America and this would spell an addi-
tional 6,000 miles! Furthermore, there are 
also fears that the chaos in Egypt might 
spill over into the oil-producing countries. 
Rumors that Saudi Arabia is running out 
of oil could be another factor. 

Egyptian Economy Headed for a Sharp 
Decline

Whether or not President Hosni 
Mubarak steps down or is forced out 
will not immediately restore normalcy 
to Middle Eastern stocks, although there 
could be a semblance of normalcy else-
where, enough perhaps to bring about a 
slight rally in European, American  and 
Asian stocks.  There will always be a wait-
and-see attitude as the drama continues to 
unfold, a drama of a man who has main-
tained a tight grip on power for 30 years 
and who is now called upon to immedi-
ately relinquish it. Mubarak has said pub-
licly that he will step down only after the 
September presidential elections this year, 
promising not to run for another term. 
His statements have failed to placate an 
angry populace. 

Egyptian Vice President Omar Sulei-
man has called on street protesters to end 
their demonstrations which resulted in 
pushing the country’s economy to a sharp 
decline. Last year Egypt’s economy grew 
by five percent. But now, with massive 
unrest articulated on the streets, the coun-
try’s currency is likely to weaken, boosting 
an already high inflation, as well as aggra-
vating its budget deficit. 

Indeed, there’s nothing much to be 
done except wait and see.

Egypt: Upheaval Pulls Down World Stock Markets 
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If you are the head honcho of a con-
struction company that follows oc-
cupational safety standards, doubtless 

you’ll  say that individual  safety concerns 
are  the lookout of your foremen or super-
visors on the field , and that if there are lab-
orers who defy safety rules and meet acci-
dents, “they got what was coming to them.”  

True, construction accidents do happen 
anywhere in the world, but bosses should 
bear in mind that in third world countries 
such as the Philippines, many laborers are not 
so literate and therefore need a double dose 
of precautionary instructions. Construction 
companies should lay down a policy that only 
cut-and-dried workmen are launched off to 
the sites.  Also, that only alert and dedicated 
foremen are placed in supervisory positions. 

The January 26 Tragedy
Of recent memory is the construction site 

accident that killed ten workers in the finan-
cial district of Makati last January 26. They 
took the platform lift all at the same time, thus 
exceeding its loading capacity and causing the 
scaffolding to collapse. It is bizarre that these 
men seem to have been  unaware of the dan-
gers of overloading. Either their judgment 
was flawed or there was a lack of clear  com-
munication with regard to safety regulations.  

Before starting them off to work, con-
struction company foremen and supervisors 
should imprint on the minds of laborers that 
there are hard-and-fast regulations that are to 
be  strictly followed. There is no substitute for 
safety, everyone must be warned. This is why 
governments the world over adopt measures 
to protect the safety of all workers engaged in 
all types of hazardous jobs. 

The Philippine Department of Labor and 
Employment (DOLE) has regional offices 
across the country charged with disseminat-

ing industrial safety information based on 
the provisions of the Occupational Safety 
and Health Standard (cited hereinafter as 
Standard), as amended. The DOLE Standard 
states:

“The objective of this issuance is to pro-
tect every workingman against the dangers 
of injury, sickness or death through safe and 
healthful working conditions, thereby assur-
ing the conservation of valuable manpower 
resources and the prevention of loss or dam-
age to lives and properties, consistent with na-
tional development goals and with the State’s 
commitment for the total development of ev-
ery worker as a complete human being.”

Life, Health of Workers must be Protected
The Standard has detailed rules on per-

sonal protective equipment and devices, 
hazardous materials and work processes, ex-
plosives, machine guarding, electrical safety, 
elevators and related equipment, identifica-
tion of piping system, construction safety, 
excavation, scaffolding, construction equip-
ment, logging, fire protection and control, 
pesticides and fertilizers, and others.

Take note of the following: “Stairways, 
ramps, elevator platforms and similar places 
where slipping may be especially hazardous 
shall be provided with non-slip walkway sur-
face.”

“Ramps used by persons for ascent or de-
scent form one level to another shall be limited 
to a rise of not more than one in ten and shall 
conform to all construction requirements ap-
plying to stairways. Ramps subjected to heavy 
stresses from trucking or handling materials 
shall be provided with additional strength 
by the use of heavier stock, closer spacing of 
posts bracing or otherwise designed with a 
factor of safety of four (4).”

The Standard is a very lengthy document. 

And rightly so because its aim is to prevent 
injury and accidents that may even lead to 
death. Written in English, it must be translat-
ed into the native dialects of the laborers.  All 
who have something to do in running a con-
struction business should know these rules 
by rote and by heart, and impart them in an 
understandable manner and in the language 
native to the workmen -   so that lives will not 
be lost.

How Safe are Construction Workers?    
By CARMENCITA H. ACOSTA

Safety should always come first

British statesman Edmund Burke 
put it best: “The only thing neces-
sary for evil to flourish is for good 

men and women to do nothing.” This dic-
tum again rings true in the light of the alle-
gations of massive corruption in the Armed 
Forces of the Philippines (AFP) that has 
recently gripped the country’s attention. 

The spark was ignited by the plunder case 
against former AFP Comptroller, retired Maj. 
Gen. Carlos F. Garcia, which consequently 
resulted in a controversial plea bargain agree-
ment. The flames were then fanned by the 
revealing testimonies of former Commission 
on Audit (COA) Auditor Heidi Mendoza and 
former AFP Budget Officer, retired Lt. Col. 
George Rabusa. They exposed the alleged in-
volvement of top AFP officials in amassing mil-
lions of pesos in illicit handouts which would 
then finance the lavish lifestyles that they and 
their families enjoyed. These misappropriated 
public funds could have instead been used for 
their original purpose — to enhance AFP’s 

capacity to fight insurgency, fund its moderni-
zation program and improve the lot of the Fili-
pino soldier.

With President Benigno C. Aquino III’s 
battle-cry of “Kung walang corrupt, walang 
mahirap” (No corruption, no poverty) still 
resonating, concerned citizens’ groups such 
as the Management Association of the Philip-
pines have begun releasing statements urging 
other government officials to join Ms. Men-
doza and Col. Rabusa in bringing to light the 
anomalous activities in the AFP and in other 
public offices and to provide the necessary 
protection to whistleblowers. Congress is be-
ing encouraged to immediately enact the Free-
dom of Information Law to give the public 
access to information that had previously es-
caped scrutiny, while urging President Aquino 
to immediately create an independent body 
that will investigate and recommend solutions 
to the corruption practices at the AFP, thus 
sending a strong message that corruption will 
not be tolerated in his administration.

shopping to visiting malls. The Japanese re-
spondents cited their preference to online 
shopping because it allows them to easily com-
pare prices. 

A few marketing professionals have cited 
the difficulty in measuring advertising’s return 
on investment as one of the reasons for the 
slower growth of online shopping in the Phil-
ippines. Others have pointed out to the “mall 
culture” that Filipinos share as another reason 
for the stunted growth of the online market-
place. “Shopping is widely considered a family 
activity in the Philippines. It’s one of the Fili-
pinos preferred ways to spend time with their 
loved ones”, one marketing researcher opines.

Curiously, what makes larger companies, 

at least in terms of advertising, hesitant about 
fully expanding online is what lures many Fili-
pino novice entrepreneurs. The prevalence of 
social networking sites has created a niche 
market available to just about anyone, and for 
those with the slightest of business sense, it’s 
been the easiest door to entrepreneurship. 

As Mica Samar of “Look For Less,” an 
online retailer of women’s clothing shares, “I 
needed a platform where I could sell my goods 
without rent, hence the decision to start on-
line. The internet is probably the fastest, easi-
est, and cheapest way to advertise and create 
awareness for your business.”

Samar adds to the benefits of the online 
marketplace, saying: “In my experience (going 

on two years), an online business is an excel-
lent starting point for any entrepreneur. There 
is little risk, and the earning potential is very 
high with operating costs cut to almost nil.”

Ann Pablo, of TRIPinas Travel and Tour 
Ventures echoes this sentiment while add-
ing that being an online presence has allowed 
them to tap into the global market. Pablo main-
tains, though, that these open portals still have 
its challenges. “As with any business model, 
flexibility and diversity are necessary for any 
industry to keep its claim”, she says, adding: 
“The growth of competition is inevitable, pri-
marily due to the nature of the platform.”

The Open Market Online… from page 5

Corruption in the Crucible
By C. JUDE DEFENSOR

Alarmed by reports that many al-
iens in the country with work-
ing visas may not be legitimate, 

the Bureau of Immigration (BI) adopted 
stricter measures in the processing of such 
visas to ensure that only those with actual 
work and employers here can obtain them.

Immigration officer-in-charge Ronaldo 
Ledesma issued a memorandum circular 
prescribing more stringent requirements for 
pre-arranged employment visas to prevent 
foreigners from submitting spurious alien 
employment permits and use of fictitious 
petitioners. Section 9 of the Philippine Im-
migration Act provides for the issuance of a 
non-immigrant visa to an alien coming to the 
Philippines for pre-arranged employment. 
Also entitled to obtain the visa are the appli-
cant’s spouse and unmarried children under 
21 years of age. Under the new BI rules, work-
ing visa applicants must now submit copies of 
their employment contract stating the nature 
of their work, amount of compensation and 
duration of employment. They must also sub-
mit certified true copies of their employer’s 
General Information Sheet (GIS) and certifi-
cate of registration from the Securities and Ex-
change Commission. If the employer is a sole 
proprietorship, submission of the certificate of 
business registration from the Department of 
Trade and Industry is required.

In both cases, certified true copies of the 
employer’s audited financial statements and 
income tax returns should also be submitted.

Finally, the applicant must submit a certi-
fied true copy of his or her alien employment 
permit (AEP) from the Department of La-
bor and Employment along with the original 
newspaper clipping of the publication of the 
said AEP application.

Stricter Laws for 
Working Visa 
Applicants
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While the Philippines continues to 
sink in the global ranking of com-
petitiveness level, a local economist 

strongly suggests that improved governance 
and quality long-term investments are badly 
needed in the government and private sectors 
in order to improve the country’s standing.
    “Under governance, we should also instill 
more transparency, minimize corruption, and 
implement a more efficient bureaucracy in 
order to improve the country’s economy and 
make the Philippines more attractive in the 
global market,” Prof. Fernando Fajardo de-
clared in an economic briefing dubbed “Views 
and Prospects” held at the Hotel Elizabeth in 
Cebu.

    Foreign investors often complain of the com-
plicated and demanding bureaucracy on the 
local and national levels, causing not a few to 
give up altogether and move on to countries 
with a friendlier business climate.
    Fajardo also called for more investments for 
long-term growth in the fields of infrastruc-
ture, education, and research and develop-
ment to hike the country’s productivity for a 
longer period of time.        
    Easily ranking among the country’s great-
est weaknesses, the Philippines is way behind 
her Asian neighbors in these three respective 
fields, especially in the last two wherein the 
basic educational system measures only ten 
years—a glaring obstacle considering that 

most countries follow the 12-year format.
    Another recommendation is the consistency 
and predictability in government business and 
economic policies, and taxation, in order to 
avoid confusion and misunderstanding on the 
part of the investors.
    This scenario is especially common during 
elections wherein a new administration takes 
over, removes thousands of well-qualified gov-
ernment officials, and replaces them with ap-
pointees who may not share the same political 
leanings, program thrusts, and management 
styles as their predecessors.
    As a specific example, Fajardo singled out the 
potentially lucrative mining sector wherein the 
laws have led to a stalemate of sorts, especially 

when confronted with peasants and environ-
mental groups who decry the negative effects 
of mining on the biodiversity situation.
    “Lastly is the need for more inclusive growth 
wherein the raise in pay has not caught up with 
the demand, thereby leading to an imbalance 
of the two factors,” Fajardo said. 
    A special event highlight was a talk delivered 
by feng hsui expert Maritess Allen who wowed 
the audience with the trends, forecasts, and 
path directions of luck and misfortune for each 
of the 12 animal signs of the Chinese zodiac. 
    The event was organized by the Mandaue 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry headed 
by its president Eric Ng Mendoza, and the 
Cebu Business Club led by Dondi Joseph.

Better Governance, Investments Needed to Raise 
Competitiveness    By RICHARD A. RAMOS

Egg Décor for all Occassions
A local company is into painting eggs not 

just for Easter but throughout the year,  using 
a wax-resist method popular in Ukraine. The 
yolk and white of the egg are first removed, and 
then the art process begins. Various designs to 
match festive occasions such as a birthday, an-
niversary, graduation, Valentine’s, Christmas 
are available, according to Mercy Florencio, 
founder of Decorio Egg Crafts. The eggs are 
not toys for children, however, because they 
break upon falling on a hard surface. The eggs 
are rather to be kept as decorative art items.   

The French Baker Wins 
Award

Johnlu G. Koa, 
founder and CEO of the 
French Baker recently 
won for the second year 
in a row the  Outstanding 
Filipino Retailers Award 
in the food category. The 
Awards, a project of the 
Philippine Retailers As-
sociation and the De-
partment of Trade and 
Industry,  recognizes 
homegrown retailers 
who have successfully 
steered their business 
enterprises towards be-
ing globally competitive 
by adapting world-class 
standards and good ethi-
cal practices. 

Yet Returns Pizza 
Brand

Foreign investors 
have gotten wind of 
the Filipinos’ romance 
with pizza, and so an 
international brand has 
returned to the Philip-
pines.  Domino’s Pizza 
has opened outlets in 
several locations in Met-
ro Manila, and promises 
to deliver phoned-in or-
ders within 30 minutes 
in their respective areas.

Charlie’s at Makati 
Sports Club

David de Padua  has 
announced the opening 
of another restaurant 
at Makati Sports Club. 
Charlie’s Restaurant is 
one of the recent addi-
tions to the golfers’ ven-
ue in southern Metro 
Manila. Restaurateur De 
Padua said that a wide 
range of  lunch and din-

ner selections are offered and Spanish food afi-
cionados will enjoy the tapas, among others. 

Chikka adds New Features
Chikka Messenger, an online application 

that enables users to send free text messages 
from their computers to mobile phones has 
added a third-party developed application. 
It features Add Buddy for mobile and GTalk 
buddies, Send/Receive Messages to and from 
PC/iPhone/Mobile Phone, and Mobile For-
warding for Unified Accounts. The Chikka-de-
veloped application will offer a sleeker design.

Corporate News Roundup  
Compiled by CARMENCITA H. ACOSTA

M. Castro, deputy chief for operations of the 
OCD-DND-NDRRMC, (National Disaster 
Risk Reduction & Management Council) 
noted. “In terms of damage to infrastructure, 
Typhoon Undoy was by far the most destruc-
tive, affecting Metro Manila. The economic 
cost of the disaster is PhP14Billion.” 

“The global climate changes are a big factor 
as to why typhoons are becoming bigger and 
stronger,” Castro observed. “The seawater will 
become warmer and there will be bigger and 
stronger typhoons.”  

For Gregg Yan, World Wildlife Fund infor-
mation education and communication officer, 
the biggest disaster due to climate change is the 
melting of the Arctic ice caps.

“Ice caps are indicators of the overall health 
of our planet. If they go, many creatures on land 
and in the sea may forever go extinct,” he said. 
“Climate change is destroying the seas and its 
ability to provide food.”

How do ordinary people prepare for such 
natural disasters? “Each household should 
have their own family preparedness and con-
tingency plan. Conduct drills and exercises 
regularly. They should plan ahead, get as much 
information as they can about the incoming 
disaster,” Castro advises. “They should stay in-
doors and keep calm while monitoring TV and 
radio reports. They should stock up on food, 
water, batteries, and first aid supplies. In case of 
flooding, a common occurrence in the Philip-
pines, they must turn off the main sources of 
electricity, gas and water in their homes.”

Yan of WWF lists three important points: 
adaptation, mitigation, and education.

Adaptation means preparing for what’s to 
come, he explained. Residents of Marikina, 
for example, should prepare for the floods that 

are sure to come, while people in Mindanao 
should be prepared for the periods of drought. 
“Mitigation means reducing your carbon foot-
print,” he further explained. Plant trees.  Shift 
to energy efficient technologies, like LED 
lighting. Shift to renewable energy. Take mass 
transport.” 

Education, according to Yan is “the power 
of women and men to convince one another 
to change their attitude for the greater good; 
to spread the word and contribute to alleviat-
ing the effects of climate change in their own 
way.” 

On the part of government, the passing of 
the DRRM Act of 2010 or RA 10121 strength-
ened the Philippine Disaster Risk Reduction 
and Management System by providing for the 
national disaster risk reduction and manage-
ment framework and institutionalizing the 
national disaster risk reduction and manage-
ment plan, appropriating funds for this and 
other purposes, Castro explained. One of the 
bill’s salient features is the immediate release 
of calamity funds to local government units so 
they can prepare for disaster mitigation and 
preparedness.  

“With the new law,” Castro added, “the 
LGU can better address its emergencies and 
hazards by mitigating its effects and prepar-
ing the communities to respond to it through 
capacity building activities, conduct public 
information and mainstreaming disaster risk 
reduction into their development plan. Aside 
from that, the government is now undertaking 
the READY project, a hazard mapping and 
assessment for effective community based 
disaster risk reduction management in the 
country.”

Worldwide Environmental Disasters… from page 1

It’s a cliché that’s usually found in ro-
mance novels, movies, and television 
shows: two lovers looking up and watch-

ing fireworks at night. You know what they 
say about clichés, though–they withstand 
the test of time (and corniness) because they 
work. So starting this February 12 (two days 
before Valentine’s Day) to March 12, why 
don’t you bring your loved one 
to the Pyromusical show at the 
SM Mall of Asia where you will 
witness 10 countries showing off 
their most beautiful fireworks.

For every Php 100 worth of 
purchase of any Close Up product 
from any supermarket, you get a 
free Php 100 ticket to the 2nd Phil-
ippine International Pyromusical 
Show. Just present your official re-
ceipt to designated Close Up Ticket 
booths at the SM Mall of Asia and 
selected SM Supermarkets to claim 
your tickets. Only official receipts 

of purchases made starting January 1, 2011 
will be accepted. A maximum of 6 tickets will 
be given for each person.

Countries that will be participating in-
clude South Korea, Spain, Portugal, United 
Kingdom, China, France, Japan, Canada, Aus-
tralia, and the Philippines. Go ahead and enjoy 
the almost-cinematic moments.

Fireworks and other Valentine’s 
Pleasures   Photo courtesy of  SM Mall of Asia

It’s okay to play with fire if you know what you’re doing
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There’s a German hereabouts whose 
favorite spot in the metro is Navotas. 
Know that Navotas is the fishing capi-

tal of the Metro Manila. Numerous waterways 
intersect this city which is thrust between Ma-
nila Bay and Laguna Bay. Its Agora Market sells 
all kinds of fishes and other sea creatures that 
may be counted as among the best in the world.

When Meik Brammer goes to Navotas at 
the crack of dawn, a retinue accompanies him. 
That’s because he is out to buy not ten kilos or 
so of raw seafood for himself but for an entire 
de luxe hotel of 342 guest rooms filled with 
people of discriminating taste. 

Brammer is the new executive chef of Mar-
riott Hotel and has a rich background  in Euro-
pean and Asian countries. “I just love being in 
the Philippines,” he said during an interview. 

It’s the people,” he smiled. “I love cooking 
for the Filipinos. The Filipino tongue is West-
ernized. Your taste buds blend with interna-
tional cuisine.  You are at home not only with 
your native foods but also with American, 
Mexican Spanish, Italian, French and other 
European cuisine. You are Asian as well as you 

are comfortable with Chinese, Japanese, Ko-
rean, Indian, Middle Eastern, Thai and other 
Eastern dishes. Now, what more could a chef 

want? Hence, when I cook for Filipinos, I feel 
confident that my menus will be appreciated 
and enjoyed.” 

Wow, Philippines! Truly the melting pot 
of the Orient. The occasion for the interview 
was the introduction of the Friday-Saturday 
Seafood Buffet Dinner at Marriott Café, some-
thing that was conceived on a permanent basis. 
“Why only on Fridays and Saturdays?”  “Well, 
because on those two days people are more 
relaxed when they dine,” Chef Brammer ex-
plained. They know they are free the following 
day, so they just linger and savor the selections 
they choose from the buffet table. You can’t 
enjoy your food when you are in a hurry.” 

The buffet table was both a feast for the 
eyes and the palate. Crustaceans galore in all 
their glory – crabs, lobsters, shrimps; mollusks 
shining for the evening - oysters and clams; all 
these set upon a beds of greens. Leading the 
spread of fishes was the salmon radiant in pink 
and not to be outdone was the big lapulapu, 
the native pride of the Philippines. Competing 
equally with pride were other fishes of vari-
ous kinds. The ever-present squid naturally 

showed up, too.  
“I want all the sea creatures purchased  

straight from the morning’s catch and still 
smelling of the ocean. I want Marriott to serve 
only the best,” shared Brammer.

Only when the catch happens to fall below 
his standards does Chef Brammer place an im-
mediate order abroad. When the shrimps, for 
example, are not big enough , he buys foreign. 
This is because Marriott diners expect the 
best. “Imagine if people drop over wanting to 
taste the delicious signature shrimp and what 
they find are small ones,” he remarked. “They 
would be disappointed. I don’t want that ever 
to happen.”

When Chef Brammer strides into the din-
ing room, there’s no mistaking he is the execu-
tive chef. He is tall, his head almost touches 
the ceiling. But when he makes his regular 
appearance in Navotas, people who see him 
for the first time could mistake him for a Euro-
pean ambassador out to observe the lifestyle 
of Filipino fishermen.

We have heard of all kinds of New Year 
resolutions. But kitchen resolutions 
seem to be rather quaint. This was 

during the exhibit of kitchenware by Philips 
Electronics and Lighting, Inc. The resolutions? 

Learn to like cooking. Man or woman, 
young or old would do well to spend more 
time in the kitchen mulling over the next meal 
for the family or just for yourself. Don’t think 
of cooking as a chore but as an adventure.

Be bold enough to experiment. There are 
many ways of doing a dish. Try tossing in a 
different set of vegetables or root crops. Nev-
er be too cautious. Invent your own flavors. 
That’s where the fun in cooking is. 

Try herbs and spices. Be like the Italians. 
Don’t just use salt. Or perhaps do away with 
salt for the time being. Read labels on  bottles 
of herbs and spices, then decide which taste 
you want. Don’t use too much, unless you 
have already tried it. Seasoning your food can 
be fun.

Make your own sauce. It’s so tempting to 
buy the ready-made sauces in the market. Do 
something different. Chop and dice your own 
ingredients preferably in a blender. You’ll be 
surprised at what you can come up with. 

Opt to steam foods. Cook and eat healthy. 
Steaming does away with lard or oil in the 

food, at the same time keeping intact the nu-
trients inherent in the foods. This is likely the 
healthiest way to prepare dishes.

Buy organic whenever possible. That 
means more expensive vegetables, but the 
benefits to health are vast. You clean them 
up fast because no pesticides ever touched 
them.

Choose free-range chickens, which means 
that they were bred without the use of artifi-
cial substances such as hormones and antibi-
otics.  This is another expensive but definitely 
healthy option.

Go direct to the source. This will cure lazi-
ness. Instead of buying, say, fish in the grocery 
do an outing one weekend. Other sources – 
the wet markets along fishing sites. There’s 
nothing like cooking and eating fresh catch 
from the sea. 

Make your own healthy dessert to cap a 
meal. Be innovative. You can whip up some-
thing absolutely delicious without the con-
ventional sugar or sweetener  and cream. 
Fruits that are sweet need not be sweetened. 
So, when you buy a mango, for instance, smell 
it first. If it smells sweet, then it is. If it doesn’t, 
then it’s not. The same can be said of most 
other fruits.

Meik Brammer Goes to Navotas   By CARMENCITA H. ACOSTA

Kitchen Resolutions for 
2011    By CARMENCITA H. ACOSTA

Meik Brammer in action

There is more to Chinese food than Cantonese dishes discover the 
other regions of China through your taste buds in Big Binondo 
Food Wok

It’s no secret that our enjoyment of food 
relies a lot on geography. Consider the 
Chinese food that we have here in the 

Philippines. Not a lot of people know that 
most of the Chinese dishes that Filipinos 
have eaten for hundreds of years now actu-
ally come from only one part of China: the 
Cantonese province. This is because the 
Cantonese are located in the southern part 
of China, making it convenient for them to 
travel to the Philippines during pre-colonial 
times to share their culture. “And what bet-
ter way to share culture and history than 
through the sharing of food?” says Ivan 
Man Dy from Old Manila Walks. 

Unfortunately, this meant that the people 
(and the food) from other regions of China 
weren’t able to make it to the Philippines dur-
ing that time. Since there were no airports then, 
they would have had to traipse through moun-
tain ranges and other geographical hurdles for 
months before they could even reach a port to 
the Philippines. But times have changed and 
we now have so many ways to get a taste of deli-
cacies from places all over the world, including 
the gustatory delights from the lesser-known 
provinces of our East Asian neighbor. Old Ma-
nila Walks’ “The Big Binondo Food Wok” is 
one of them. 

With the aim of informing people about the 

history of Manila’s own Chinatown, the “food 
wok” (obviously a play on the word “walk”) 
takes tourists around Binondo and highlights 
the places that serve food that you usually 
won’t find in mainstream Chinese restaurants 
in the metro. Take Dong Bei, a hole-in-the-wall 
type of restaurant that serves a northern style 
of dim sum called Jiaozi. Unlike the round sio 
mai, it consists of ground meat and vegetable 
wrapped into a very thin piece of dough which 
is then shaped into half circles before they are 
boiled or fried. 

There’s also the large, thick and fresh lum-
pia or spring roll from New Po Heng Lumpia 
House that will have your stomachs filled from 
lunchtime until dinnertime. Situated discreet-
ly in the Uy Su Bin Building at Quintin Paredes 
St., it’s one of those places that you probably 
won’t find without someone who knows the 
district from corner to corner. Luckily, you 
have Old Manila Food Walks to guide you 
through the city for you to discover its culinary 
secrets.

The Food Wok has more places in store for 
those who are interested, which is why we’re 
not going to spoil the experience of actually 
going there and rediscovering them for your-
self. No need to bring your own chopsticks; 
only your empty stomach. To reserve a slot for 
the tour, call Ivan Man Dy at (02) 711-3823

A Walk Your Stomach Will 
Enjoy   By RAYDON L. REYES    Photos by ITO OCAMPO
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(top left) Profile shot of Carsten Stormer. (top right and bottom) 
His sample works featuring social issues in the Philippines

Historians say that before the pie be-
came a staple dish in western house-
holds, it started as a convenient 

way to travel with food in countries such as 
Greece and England without having to bring 
a cook. Perhaps that is why it is a popular 
mainstay in picnics and family outings – it’s 
a no-fuss meal that you can eat anywhere 
with your hands. Tina Raines and Aaron 
Raines of Tina’s Pie Outlet are one of the 
few people who let us enjoy pies here in the 
Philippines while staying true to that easy-
eating image. “The secret is in the crust. It is 
what makes or breaks the pie. You can hold 
it with your hand and you don’t even need 
utensils. The taste of the filling would also 
come out because of the crust,” asserts Tina.

Having lived in Australia for many years, 
they have grown accustomed to eating pies for 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Tina remembers 
the first time she sunk her teeth in a beef and 
mushroom pie and since then, she was hooked. 
Aaron relates as well that pies are very common 
in New Zealand, where he is originally from.

This husband and wife team has been a hit 
among connoisseurs of the baked dish since 
they first started their operations in 2009. You 
would usually find them in Mercato Sunday 

Market in Bonifacio 
Global City, struggling 
with myriad customers 
and running out of 
pies an hour before 
lunchtime. “We can only 
make 75 pies in a day,” 
Tina enthuses, “but we 
run out of pies by noon. 
We just can’t keep up 
with the orders.” It’s a 
‘problem’ that most food 
sellers would love to 
have.

They currently sell 
16 kinds of pies, the 
most popular of which 
are the savory or meat 
pies. Bestsellers include 
their salmon and prawn, 
cheese steak, callos, and 

beef with San Miguel Light 
pies. From the names alone, you’ll be able to 
determine that Tina’s Pie Outlet caters to both 
foreign and local taste buds. This is because 
each pie that comes out of their oven is truly 
a collaborative effort: Tina is in charge of the 
filling while Aaron takes care of the crust. 
“The beef with San Mig Light pie is popular 
among the younger crowd,” Tina says, adding 
that using beer as an ingredient borrows from 
English and Irish influences.

On the other hand, their frozen pies can 
also serve as a filling dessert after you finish 
your meal. Made with homemade ice cream 
and fresh fruits, the pie boasts of a crust that 
is made of graham crackers topped with 
meringue and toasted with a torch. A crowd 
favorite is their lemon and herb pie, as well as 
their green tea pie. 

Health nuts can also breathe a sigh of relief 
because Tina’s Pie Outlet makes it a point to 
only use fresh ingredients: “You will notice 
that not all our pies look the same. It’s obvious 
that they’re homemade. Our crust is also a 
good combination of flaky and puffy and that’s 
what sets us apart.” Try it for yourself either in 
Mercato or by special order. Call (0917) 831 
0925 or (0918) 541 0925.

Get Pie-rated     By RAYDON L. REYES

“She died while she was holding 
my hand,” Carsten Stormer narrates. The 
German-born photographer cum journalist 
is actually describing what he asserts to be the 
most defining moment in his career. 

It was in 2008 when he went to Mindanao 
to cover the conflict between the Armed Forc-
es of the Philippines (AFP) and the Moro Is-
lamic Liberation Front (MILF). A little girl got 
caught in the exchange of bullets and Stormer 
managed to get into the hospital to witness 
the final moments of the girl and others like 
her who unwillingly became part of the war’s 
collateral damage (a cold term that pertains 
to civilian and other “unintended” casual-
ties). “When I was in the hospital, nobody 
was helping her because there were no doctors 
and there was only one nurse who didn’t have 
any medication. She died soon after that,” says 
Stormer.

As tragic as that moment was, the chance 
to pursue the kind of story which provokes 
people to become socially aware was what 
made Stormer decide to stay in the Philippines 
three years ago. He relates that his resolve to 
shoot and write about poverty, misery, war, 
crisis, and human rights abuses started when 
he chose to become a journalist. 

After graduating from a journalism course 
in India, he began working professionally in 
2004 and covered Iraq, Afghanistan, Soma-
lia, South America, and Myanmar before fi-
nally coming to Manila. ““Basically, I go where 
things happen, things that would take a lot of 
effort and willpower to go to,” he shares. “I first 
got an assignment to do a story on people liv-
ing in cemeteries here. I liked it here immedi-
ately, so I told my agency that I was staying. I’ve 

never regretted it since.”
Samples of his work include children 

swimming in trash-filled Manila Bay, squatters 
living in the trash dump in Payatas, amputees 
persons with disabilities, dead babies inside 
jars, wounded soldiers, and inmates in maxi-
mum security prisons, among other subjects 
that might initially provoke a negative visceral 
reaction in the viewer. But he makes no apolo-
gies for whatever response he provokes. “I 
think that’s what journalism should be about,” 
Stormer asserts. “I admit that this is not some-
thing that people want to see or read about dur-
ing breakfast…But there should be a social ap-
proach, some learning effect after that.”

Asked when he gets depressed or emotion-
ally numb during his assignments, he points 
out that he doesn’t have the right to be. First 
of all, he needs his own emotions to trigger 
those of his readers so he maintains that if he 
reaches the point of getting used to these situ-
ations already, then that would be the time to 
shift to another profession. Secondly, Stormer 
points out that “getting depressed would be an 
insult to the people I talk to because they’re the 
ones who actually have to live with it.  I’m just 
an observer. I witness it, but I’m not the one 
whose house was burned down or who lives in 
a refugee camp.”

However, more than attempting to rouse 
the people who view or read his works, Storm-
er is in it to fortify social consciousness. He has 
long since given up the ideal that his profession 
and vocation would change the world but if he 
could just inform people, especially his fellow 
Europeans, about the conditions of the places 
he goes to, then he’ll consider it a job well done. 
He concludes, “You can’t change the situation 

and you can’t change the event, but you can 
create awareness.  I think that’s the most that a 
journalist can do.” View more of his works at his 
website: http://carstenstormer.com

The Social Trigger Effect   By RAYDON L. REYES       Photos courtesy of Carsten Stormer

Aaron and Tina Raines borrow from Aus-
tralia influences to bring savoury pies to 

foodies in the Philippines
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across SACRED 
HEART SCHOOL 
+63.918.933.7553/ 
+632.782.7499 
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CONDO near INT’L. 
AIRPORT RENT OR 
SALE +63.918.933.7553
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TOWNHOUSE IN SUCAT 
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2 Baths, Maid’s 
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lanai, attic & view deck. Overlooking 
Eastridge Golf Course. Get peace & quiet w/ security 
5 minutes from Thunderbird Resort & Casino Rizal, 
Village Swimming Pools; 10 minutes from Antipolo; 

1 hour drive from Ortigas. Owners migrating 12M 
GAB 0917-8963542

VACATION/ RETIREMENT HOME 
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Dolphin rescue simulations are an integral part in the WWF cetacean saving workshops

If dogs are man’s best friend on land, 
dolphins are definitely man’s best friend 
in the sea. And who could forget the hun-

dreds of dolphins that unexpectedly “visited” 
Bataan shores two years ago? More than 300 
melon-headed dolphins swam to the shallow 
waters of Pilar town, Bataan in February 2009. 
Unfortunately, not all of them made it out 
alive. Three of them were suspected to have 
been caught in fishing nets near the shore and 
since dolphins aren’t natural water breathers, 
their lungs eventually gave out. 

Tragic events like these are what the World 
Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) have been try-
ing to prevent since the organization started, 
and one of the ways to do that is by informing 
the public about what to do should they en-
counter a dolphin or a baby whale entangled 
in a net or stuck on the beach. The residents of 
Bataan learned it first-hand from the experts 
during the two-day cetacean stranding rescue 
workshop at Anvaya Cove last January 20 to 
21. 

Over 40 representatives from the Depart-
ment of Environment and Natural Resources, 
Bantay Pawikan Conservation Center, and 
local fishermen groups underwent classroom 
and field sessions on cetacean (dophins, 
whales, and porpoise) biology, identification, 
threats, conservation, and rescue techniques. 

“We have always believed that our prior-
ity should be to return stranded cetaceans to 
their natural habitats as soon as possible,” said 
WWF-Philippines Vice-Chair and CEO Lory 
Tan who spearheaded the workshop with lead-
ing Filipino marine mammal experts and con-
servationists. After all, thousands of cetacean 
strandings are reported worldwide.

Fisherman and Municipal FARMCI Chair-
man Restituto Del Rosario agreed. According 
to him, “We should really be the ones who are 
trained [to save dolphins and whales] because 
we are the ones who are constantly at sea. Now, 
we have the confidence because we know the 
proper procedures.”

The workshop included sessions on guid-
ing dolphins to deeper waters, taking the 
measurements of cetaceans, locating quarries, 
as well as simulations of rescue operations that 
the participants completed within a mere 20 
minutes. “You don’t have to be a doctor or a 
vet to save lives,” explains animal rights activist 
AG Saño, one of the facilitators of the cetacean 
workshop. “Jessie De Los Reyes, a Bantay Da-
gat or Sea Patrol volunteer based in Batangas 
was able to rescue and release hundreds of 
sea turtles, dolphins, sharks and even a large 
whale because he attended a workshop similar 
to this. If one person can do this, imagine what 
can happen if all 40 people here emulate him.”

Bataan Residents Become 
Dolphin Crusaders
By RAYDON L. REYES     Photo by GREGG YAN

Another Ascott-branded serviced 
residence, the second in the coun-
try, is scheduled to open in 2014 at 

Bonifacio Global City in Taguig City. This 
was announced recently by country general 
manager, Arthur Gindap. “Generally, as a 
rule of thumb, there is only one Ascott in a 
country. It’s very rare to have a second As-
cott in the same place. But we feel that one 
in Makati and another one in Fort Bonifacio 
will be serving two different markets,” he said.

“Ascott has been established in the Philp-
pines since 2000 and today, we are the largest 

international 
serviced resi-
dence owner-
operator in 
the country,” 
Gindap re-
marked. “As 
the Philip-
pine econo-
my continues 
to grow, par-
ticularly in 
the business 
process out-
sourcing sec-
tor, we expect 
the number 
of business 
travelers and 
tourists to 
increase. This 
will generate 
strong de-
mand for in-
ternational-
class serviced 
residences.”

A s c o t t 
B o n i f a c i o 
Global City, 
in fast-devel-
oping Taguig 

City, will be located near the headquarters of 
multinational corporations such as Hewlett-
Packard, HSBC, Deutsche Bank, Fujitsu 
Corp. and Ericsson. With 220 units, travelers 
will have a choice of studio, one-, two-, and 
three-bedroom apartments featuring plush 
interiors designed by renowned Filipino inte-
rior designer Manny Samson, who also did the 
Four Seasons Resort in Bali. Facilities will in-
clude well-appointed office suites, boardroom 
and meeting areas, plus modern recreational 
venues.

“Ascott is really a premier brand,” Gindap 
noted. The company operates three brands: 
Ascott, Somerset, and Citadines. A wholly-
owned subsidiary of CapitaLand Limited, 
which is headquartered in Singapore, its port-
folio spans over 70 cities across 20 countries. 
“Customers will be able to choose from all 
three brands of serviced residences to meet 
their different lifestyle requirements,” Gindap 
remarked.

Also scheduled to open in 2014 is Cit-
adines Salcedo Makati, the first Citadines 
Apart’Hotel in the country. Situated in Sal-
cedo Village within the Makati Central Busi-
ness District, it is within walking distance to 
various financial and corporate offices includ-
ing Citibank Tower, Ayala Tower, and the Phil-
ippine Stock Exchange as well as parks such as 
the Ayala Triangle Gardens and Salcedo Park.

“Citadines offers a flexible services menu 
to cater to the needs of independent travelers 
who wish to customize their stay,” Gindap ex-
plained. With 215 units, there will be a choice 
of studio, one and two bedroom apartments 
with stylish, chic interiors and modern ameni-
ties. Recreational facilities include a fitness 
center and swimming pool.

With the opening of Citadines Salcedo 
Makati and Ascott Bonifacio Global City Ma-
nila in 2014, “we will further strengthen our 
position and expand our presence with close 
to 1,200 apartment units across six properties,” 
Gindap noted.

Ascott Opens Two New Properties 
in the Philippines   By ASTRA C. ALEGRE

Ronac Art Center is about to offi-
cially let you in on a secret. That is, 
if you’ve already been made aware of 

what Ronac Art Center is. It’s yet to be deter-
mined if the people behind this architectural 
stunner along Ortigas Avenue know exactly 
what they’re going to be, but everyone who 
has had the chance to marvel at this struc-
ture and check it out in its embryonic stages 
can sense something special brewing. Cur-
rently, it houses three food joints, an entire 
level called “The Deck” dedicated to street 
lifestyle and sneaker heads, the artsiest bas-
ketball gym in the country and vinyl toy/
anything-art curator Fresh Manila’s new 
home, Secret Fresh. But those don’t comprise 
the secret you’re about to made privy to, this 
one is but a slice, albeit one you need to take.

On the 26th of February, Secret Fresh Gal-
lery invites everyone with a pulse for the avant-
garde to their official launch. Convening works 
from contemporary artists like Bjorn Calleja, 
JP Cuison, and Reg Yuson, among many other 

young talents, it promises to be a gathering of 
“styling” minds. Fittingly so, this ultra modern 
gallery (which may also serve as a function 
room), embodies the creativity it was made to 
exhibit (where else can you find a gallery that 
has a built in DJ booth?). 

Those in attendance will also be treated 
to live performances from musical acts: The 
Sleepy Heads, Romeo Lee and The Brown 
Briefs, and Tether. The inauguration of Se-
cret Fresh Gallery will also coincide with the 
launching of Christian Tamondong’s “Paley 
Pils” (vinyl) toy along with its limited edition 
print along with a collection of artists’ rendi-
tion of the same. 

It matters not that most, if not all, of the 
names above ring no bells. The smorgasbord of 
urban art, fashion and design should suffice as 
a formal introduction into the growing world 
of Ronac Art Center and its main stage, Secret 
Fresh Gallery. 

Visit http://www.ronacartcenter.com

Ronac Art Center: The Secret 
Is Out   By TIMOTHY JAY IBAY       Photo by JC TARUC

Still “fresh” but no longer a secret
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It was a stellar gathering of prominent figures from the business, social and diplomatic circles 
as the plush Mandarin Oriental, Manila recently hosted an exquisite thanksgiving dinner at 
its elegant and cozy, Tivoli restaurant. Led by the amiable Mandarin Oriental, Manila general 
manager Mark Bradford and yours truly, the joyful affair had everyone enjoying the hotel’s award-
winning cuisine, excellent company and fantastic ambiance. Guests truly had a great time as they 
partied the night away toasting to the smooth, premium Moet & Chandon wines courtesy of 
generous chief representative Olga Azarcon while being entertained by world-class performers 
– baritenor Jack Salud and singer Stephanie Reese. What a truly great event! Cheers! 

An Exquisite Thanksgiving Dinner at 
Mandarin

Muebles Italiano president and chief executive officer Noel Gonzales, Tamila and husband Bellevue marketing and communications director 
Ryan Chan, Charisse Chuidian with Denise Bayhon and Bellevue general manager Patrick Chan

Johnny Cobankiat of Ace Hardware with daughter Charlene and wife Aida, Advance Paper 
Corporation president and chief operating officer Connie Haw and Grace with husband CATS Motors 
president Felix Ang

Camp John Hay chief operating officer Boysie Yñiguez and wife Jeannie with Sea Wind’s 
Joebert and JJ Cocjin

Mandarin Oriental, Manila general manager Mark Bradford and communications 
director Charisse Chuidian with Jayelles president Roselle Rebano and your columnist

12

34

5 6

1 Hoseki founder Faico and wife corporate affairs director Zabeth Co 
with baritoner Jack Salud and Hoseki designer Knoi Esmane

2 Wilcon Depot executive vice president and chief operating officer 
Rosemarie Bosch Ong with Jane and husband Aficionado and Joel 
Cruz Signatures general manager Lambert Lopez

3 Dusit Thani Manila general manager Prateek Kumar and Mark 
Bradford with Chinatrust Philippines vice chairman Bill Go

4 Transnational Diversified Group founder and chairman Robbie 
Delgado with Gan Advanced Osseointegration Center founder and 
president doctor Steve Mark Gan and wife Marilyn

5 Robinsons Land president and chief operating officer Frederick Go 
and wife Winnie

6 Your columnist flanked by Society Lounge’s Jason Choachuy with 
general manager and chef Patrice Freuslon
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Cultural oasis in Paco Park

The XC 60 defines ‘bold crossover’

The 2011 Volvo XC 60 boasts that it is 
fit for any challenge along the road. The 
company says that the combination 

of smart interior and exterior solutions with 
inherent muscular power to create capacity is 
beyond the ordinary. Volvo boldly ends that 
statement exclaiming: “It’s a truly versatile 
character, and makes no attempt at hiding it.”

Recently, I had a chance to see and feel this 
for myself. At first glance, no evident changes 
from last year’s version stand out, but if you’re 
familiar with the looks of this Volvo crossover 
(you may have caught it in that vampire flick 
that left teenage girls swooning across the 
globe), you understand that by no stretch is 
that a bad thing. The fusion of large wheels be-
low and flowing lines above impresses one with 
dynamic athleticism and sultry sophistication. 
Until recently, this visual allure has hardly been 
one of Volvo’s strong points. But since the en-
try of this decade, the company has shown vast 
improvement and commitment to make Vol-
vos more than just functional and safe. 

The first few minutes behind the wheel of 
the XC 60 already give you an inkling of the 
smooth ride that lies ahead. As I managed the 
metro traffic’s intricacies, that initial impres-

sion did not disappoint. While the vehicle takes 
care of you during the mundane moments of 
driving (one of which is its “City Safety” fea-
ture monitors the area in front of you and can 
brake automatically to help avoid or mitigate 
collisions), it’s there to respond to more de-
manding maneuvers upon a whim, while never 
sacrificing the comfort you’ve settled into. As 
I would later learn, you can credit Volvo’s All-
Wheel Drive (AWD) system and its energetic 
five-cylinder turbodiesel (205 or 163 hp) for 
that. The electronically controlled system that 
is the AWD distributes engine power between 
the front and rear wheels quickly and auto-
matically, depending on which wheel pair has 
the best grip at the moment. AWD enhances 
stability and reduces both understeering and 
oversteering, leading to increased driver con-
trol and a comfortable ride. 

The XC 60 is the integration of a sporty 
coupe and a highly capable all-roader. It has the 
panache of urban styling while displaying the 
ability to ease between exhilaration and sta-
bility. Indeed, with the Volvo XC 60 package: 
“The only complaint you might hear is that 
you’ve reached the destination too soon.”

The 2011 Volvo XC 60: When 
Contrasts Collide   By TIMOTHY JAY IBAY

The recently launched “Turning Back 
the Pages” by Rosalinada L. Orosa, in-
ternationally awarded cultural column-

ist-essayist, seems expressly written for expats.
They will derive in-depth knowledge of the 

Philippines’ highly revered national hero Jose 
Rizal from the chapter “Glimpses of Rizal”. 
Avid Rizalist Benito Legarda Jr., in his review 
of the book for Free Press comments: “In 20 
pages, the author manages to encapsulate most 
of the life and works of our national hero.”

Readers will also gain an insight into the 
Filipino charater in the essays “Filipino Hospi-
tality: Pluses and Minuses” and “The Filipino 
Family: Then and Now”, as well as in the mini-
portraits of the visionary industrialist Eugenio 
Lopez, Sr. and the patriotic Jose P. Laurel, pres-
ident during the Japanese Occupation.

The book’s widely diverse topics include 
basic differences between Filipino performing 
arts critics and their counterpart in the US and 
Europe, as well as differences between the atti-
tude of the Filipino artist toward the critic, and 
that of the foreign artist toward his.

Literary critics have admired the author’s 
wit in her response to the French and German 
awards conferred on her, as well as her incisive 
thoroughness in prize-winning essays stress-
ing the importance of Spanish as the world’s 
second most-widely spoken language.

The chapter “Humor in Various Guises” 
will likely tickle the reader’s risibilities ow-
ing to the author’s largely Western-Oriental 
sensibilities. The revolutionary song “Birola” 
in fractured Spanish reveals Filipino humor 
under fire.

The literati will presumably conclude that 

the short-stories and poems come from the 
pen of a Western-educated person who stud-
ied further abroad at Harvard University and 
traveled through Asia, US and Europe.

“Turning Back the Pages” is available at all 
leading bookstores.

A Book for Expats    By Evelyn R. Garcia

Award winning essayist Rosalinda Orosa’s reflections on paper

Nestled in the middle of busy, cha-
otic midtown Manila is an oasis of 
cultured calm — the Paco Park. For-

merly used as a place of repose for the infant 
victims of a cholera epidemic, the circular 
stone structure has morphed into a peaceful 
tree-filled green space, a sanctuary steeped 
in the scent of living flowers and lively music 
as night falls. Few experiences could be as 
reinvigorating after a hectic week than to es-
cape into the park, sit back in the cool Febru-
ary breezes, breathe in the fresh sampaguita 
perfume, and listen to soothing live music.

“Paco Park Presents” began as a coopera-
tive venture between the German Embassy 
and the National Parks and Development 
Committee. Conceived by Dr. Christoph Jes-
sen, then Press and Cultural Attache of the Em-
bassy of the Federal Republic of Germany and 
with the help of the late Ka Doroy Valencia, 
then NPDC Vice Chairman, the musical eve-
nings have continuously entertained Filipino 
audiences for the past 30 years. In partnership 
with the City of Muntinlupa and in coopera-
tion with the National Parks Development 
Committee and NBN, the German Embassy 
in Manila presents German and Philippine art-
ists performing compositions by well-known 
German and Philippine composers in con-
certs every Friday evening this February.

Kicking off the musical month was Ger-
man guitarist Carsten Linck and Filipino Gui-
tarist Lester Demetillo with the Tabs Trio. A 
pupil of the Folkwang College of Music in Es-
sen and the Robert Schumann College in Dus-
seldorf, he completed his studies with honors. 
His repertoire encompasses the music of the 

early Renais-
sance which he 
performs on vari-
ous instruments, 
including an 
11-string guitar. 
Linck has won 
several awards 
and contests, one 
of which was the 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
B u b e n r e u t h e r 
music competi-
tion. Classical 
guitar performer 
and teacher Lest-
er Demetillo has 
given guitar lec-
tures for master 
students in Sin-
gapore, Malaysia 
and Indonesia. 
However, his 
major commit-
ment has been 
to the University 

of the Philippines 
College of Music, where he has directed and 
arranged numerous orchestral pieces since 
1980. His transcriptions stretch the guitar´s 
technical limits to the utmost, while retaining 
each score´s original music line. The two vir-
tuosos regaled their audience first with a series 
of dazzling duets, then individually. Catching 
their performance of beloved classics, some of 
which may not have originally been arranged 
for the guitar, one is amazed at how many 
complicated harmonies can be plucked and 
strummed out from what deceptively appears 
to be a simple string instrument.

Rounding out the evening was a series of 
German and Filipino pieces by the Tabs Trio. 
Composed of Lester Demetillo, Armando 
“Tabo” Derecho and Jeffrey Malazo, the group 
boasts three of the most prominent classical 
guitarists in the country. Each has contributed 
to the Philippine classical guitar scene in a 
unique and invaluable way, earning the respect 
of many generations. The trio all use the Ar-
mando “Tabo” Derecho guitar, a masterfully 
handcrafted classical guitar that has earned the 
respect of serious musicians in the Philippines 
and the rest of the world.

The succeeding week features tenor Ronan 
Ferrer, pianist Najib Ismail, soprano Armela 
Fortuna, and pianists Peter Porticos and Heli-
odoro Fiel. February 18 will see the perform-
ance of The Muntinlupa Chamber Winds with 
Conductor Michael Rex O. Bacarra.

Paco Park is located at San Marcelino St., 
Paco, Manila. For Paco Park Presents admission 
is free and concerts start at 6pm.

Paco Park: A Site for the 
Senses    By C. JUDE DEFENSOR
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ART LECTURES 
The Metrobank  Foundation Art and De-
sign Excellence (MADE) participates in 
the Philippine International Arts Festival 
with its  series of lectures begun in early 
February, which is National Arts Month,  
in partnership with the National Com-
mission on Arts and Culture (NCCA). 
The rest of the lecture series are as follows: 
“Print Making Mega Art” by Virgilio Avia-
do;  “A History of Architecture and Urban-
ism in the Philippines” by Gerard Lico,  
“Sculpture: Practices and Approaches in 
Creative Industry” by Noel El Faroll; and 
“Sustainable Design” by Lilia de Jesus, at 
Negros Museum, Bacolod, February 17. 

 “Appreciating Philippine Culture and 
Values through Visual and Allied Arts” 
by  Felipe De Leon; “Perspectives on 
Philippine Heritage and Architecture” by 
Michael Manalo; “Monument Rocks” by 
Juan Sajid Imao; and “Locally Sustainable 
Interior Design and its Global Benefits” 
by Jose Maria Hubilla, at Far Eastern Uni-
versity (FEU), Manila, February 24. Both 
lecture series runs from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. and are accompanied by a traveling 
exhibition of the MADE 2010 winning 
art works at  F.E.U. The objective is “not 
only to inspire young artists and design-
ers but also to ignite their passion so they 
will continue to enrich the Filipinos’ artis-
tic cultural heritage,” explains Metrobank 
Foundation President Aniceto M. Sobre-
peña.

SPANISH FILMS 
“La Vaquilla” (The Heifer)
 A comedy set during the Spanish Civil 
War about the antics of some soldiers; di-
rected by Luis Garcia Berlanga; February 
19, 6 p.m.

“Todos a la Carcel” 
(Everyone Off to Jail)
Another comedy directed by Berlanga 
and set in a model jail in Valencia where 
during one holiday businessmen, showbiz 
personalities and a motley group of other 
people meet to make under-the-table 
deals; February 26, 6 p.m.; Instituto Cer-
vantes; call (02) 526-1482

BALLET
Don Quixote
Based on the Spanish novel by Miguel de 
Cervantes, the Don Quixote ballet was 
originally choreographed by Marius Peti-
pa to the music of Ludwig Minkus, and 
was first presented by the Bolshoi Ballet 
in 1869 in Moscow. A restaged version is 
presented by the Philippine Ballet Theater 
starring Connor Walsh, principal dancer 
of the Houston Ballet; February 17 (gala) 
8 p.m.; Feb.18-19, 3 p.m. and 8 p.m.; Feb. 20, 
10 a.m. and 3 p.m.; call  (02) 832-1125 to 
39

Ballet, Bands and Ballads
Prima Ballerina Lisa Macuja Elizalde  and 
Ballet Manila’s dancers regale audiences 
in a classical-modern mix presentation 
that also features the Side A singing such 
hits as “Forevermore” and “Tuloy Pa Rin 
Ako.” February 18,  7:30 p.m., Aliw Theater; 
call 400- 0292 or 525-5967 

DRAMA
“Orosman at Zafira”
The University of the Philippine presents 
National Poet Francisco Balagtas’ clas-
sic musical drama in Tagalog. Written in 
1850, it tells the story of three warring 
Muslim kingdoms with two love stories 
thrown in.  February 18-19 and 25-26, 8 
p.m.; Feb. 19-20 and Feb. 26-27, 3 p.m.’ SM 
Mall of Asia Centerstage; call 891-9999

Rent
This multi-awarded Broadway rock musi-
cal based on Puccini’s opera “La Boheme” 
is essayed by Philippine performers un-
der the direction of Robbie Guevara. Set 
in modern New York, it tells the story of 
impoverished artists struggling to survive. 
February 18-19, 26-26 and March 4-5, 8 
p.m.; Feb. 19, 26 and Mar.5, 3:30 p.m.; Feb. 
20, 27 and Mar.6, 4:30 p.m., RCBC Plaza 
Auditorium; call 557-5860

EXHIBITS
Surface
Ambie Abaño presents his art works 
which are explorations with woodcut 
and painting; ongoing until February 24, 
Alliance Francaise; call  (02) 895-7585 or 
895-7441

For Dear Life
Artist Mark Andy Garcia pours his grief  - 
over the recent passing away of his father 
– upon his canvas. He comes to terms with 
the fact that loved ones will some day cross 
the great divide; ongoing until February 26, 
Blanc Compound Mandaluyong; call (02) 
752-0032

Nostalgia
Artists Julius Legaspi and Buhay Men-
doza interpret their feelings of gratitude 
for all their respective experiences in life, 
both sad and happy, that have molded 
them into what they are now; ongoing un-
til March 5, Ricco Renzo Galleries; call (02) 
898-2545

“Topak” - All in the Mind
Several artists mount their paintings that 
feature their respective interpretations  
of the anxieties, depression and trauma 
that they had experienced at one time or 
another in their lives; February 22-March 
15; University of the Philippines’ Vargas 
Museum; call (02) 928-1927

Malasimbo Music and Arts Festival
The indigenous Mangyan culture is 
showcased right in the region which gave 
birth to it; February 18-19, Villa Malasi-
mbo, Puerto Galera; call 893-5642 local 
156/111

Verdi
The Philippine Philharmonic Orchestra 
presents Giuseppe Verdi’s monumental 
work, Requiem.  Its first performance was 
in Milan in1874. It was composed in mem-
ory of Alessandro Manzoni, an Italian poet 
and novelist admired by the composer.;  
March 18, 8 p.m., Cultural Center of the 
Philippines; call 832-1125 to 39

Mangyan girls play their guitars Philippine Philharmonic Orchestra

The Manila Chamber Orchestra 
Foundation (MCOF), in partner-
ship with the Filipinas Heritage Li-

brary, invites everyone to experience the ex-
emplary artistry of pianist Yin-Chu Jou who 
opens the MCO Foundation’s “Young Artists 
Series 2011” on February 24, 2011, 7 p.m. 
at the Filipinas Heritage Library (formerly 
Nielsen’s Tower), Ayala Triangle, Makati City. 

Yin-Chu, a Filipino of Chinese heritage, 
is an alumna of the U.P. College of Music, St. 
Scholastica’s College of Music and Manhattan 
School of Music, where she was under the tu-
telage of internationally renowned American 
concert pianist Dr. Donn-Alexander Feder. 
A respected pianist and teacher, she became 
the director of a developing community mu-
sic conservatory, which later, was awarded 
the “2006 Best New Music Conservatory in 
Westchester, New York”. She was also the ar-
tistic director of an international foundation 
dedicated to promoting peace and cultural 
exchange through the arts. 

Yin-Chu became the principal soloist in 
the 2000 International Piano Festival in Spain 
led by internationally sought-after artist-
teacher Dr. Solomon Mikowsky. She was a 
soloist during the United Nations’ 4th Annual 
Youth Assembly with an international delega-
tion of more than a thousand young leaders, 
and for the United Nations Women’s Guild’s 
40th anniversary celebration where she shared 
the stage with UN Secretary General Ban Ki-
Moon and the UN Women’s Guild President 
Tsu-Wei Chang – wherein her performance 
was described as “expressive,” “beautiful,” 
“compelling” and her “piano-playing makes 
the keys sound golden”.

Aside from teaching and performing, Yin-
Chu serves as Artistic Director of Friendship 

Ambassadors Foundation, Inc. and a repre-
sentative to both UNICEF and United Na-
tions since 2005. For her homecoming con-
cert, Yin-Chu will perform works by Bach, 
Mozart, Chopin, Liszt and Debussy.

The MCO Foundation is a non-stock, non-
profit, 25-year old organization, dedicated to the 
promotion of cultural arts. Its “Young Artists Se-
ries” is one of the Foundation’s programs which 
aim to give experience, endorsement, and expo-
sure to young and highly-talented artists through 
performance opportunities. 

The “Young Artists Series 2011” is made in 
partnership with the Filipinas Heritage Library, 
Lyric Piano, Business World and HighLife.

For tickets, please call Ticketworld at 891-
9999, MCO Foundation at (02) 750-0768, 
0920-954-0053 and Filipinas Heritage Library 
at (02) 892-1801 and 0917-561-2413.

Ambassador of World Peace 
through Music Performs in the 
MCOF Young Artists Series

Lorenzo Medel Nohmer Nival

Yin-Chu Jou
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Coming at the heels of Tropical Cyclone Anthony, another larger 
storm faces Queensland, Australia. In the US, a powerful storm 
has frozen more than half the country, with the worst yet to come.  
With these natural disasters hitting more and more frequently 
and becoming increasingly destructive, Expat asks, “What is 

your reaction to this string of natural disasters, and what do 
you think is the best way to prepare for them?”

James Lee
Korean
Online English Call Center Manager

When I first heard 
about the disasters 
happening every-
where, I felt shocked 
and saddened. When 
the global warnings 
were being preached, 
I think majority of the 
people were in denial, 
disbelief and didn’t 
think that the people 
from this generation 

would actually experience such a disaster. I 
believe that these disasters are a wake up call 
and would eventually raise more awareness all 
around. As for me, I think the best way to pre-
pare for these would be to watch video clips of 
what-to-do’s ahead of time. Try to understand 
the basic steps that are needed to be done to 
avoid being in panic stricken situations. And 
of course, try to teach others. 

May King
Chinese
Insurance Agent

I think it’s about time 
we seriously rethink 
the way we do things. 
From putting a con-
scious effort into 
actions such as con-
serving energy, to the 
smaller things like lit-
tering. If everybody 
started doing this, 
this will surely have 
an impact in the envi-

ronment. Other than that, and how the effects 
of climate change are already manifesting, you 
just need to always be aware of what’s going on. 
If it means keeping your thumb on the pulse of 
the weather, however boring that can be, just 
do it. Always better to be safe than sorry.

Ernesto Castellanos
Mexican
Artist

Personally, I make 
peace with the world 
by making it feel ap-
preciated, loved even. 
In everything I do, I 
try to show respect 
to the Mother Earth. 
You may think, how 
is my respect, going 
to help me when a 
hurricane is ravaging 

my home? But these days, and in these 
circumstances, it’s almost just about faith. I can 
have the biggest house, but you think that mat-
ters when a tsunami crashes into it? So to me, 
being at peace with the world and myself, is the 
only true way to prepare.

Ramune Sendaite
Lithuanian
Barista

I know it sounds 
like not much of an 
answer, but I just try 
to always be safe. It’s 
scary how often these 
disasters happen. It’s 
also happening all 
over the world. That 
makes it scarier, be-
cause no one is really 
saved from its effects. 
What you see on TV 

can also happen to you. Also, whenever you 
hear about these, often it’s ‘the strongest this’, 
‘the biggest that’, ‘the worst this’ to something 
extreme.  I don’t know what the best way is to 
prepare for such, except for keeping in mind 
to try to be safe at all times. I mean, how can 
you really prepare for something that’s out of 
the ordinary?

Viktorija Baltrusiene
Lithuanian
Tourist

Nature has really been 
acting strange in the 
last couple of years. 
And yes, it seems like 
it is becoming more 
destructive every 
time. To me, people 
have to start accept-
ing this as a fact of 
life. This will be here 
to stay. So if it means, 

slowly working our way around this fact, we 
must do it. If you have to slowly rebuild your 
house to be safe from nature, do it. We cannot 
just hope this will go away. We need to act with 
the way things are.

Jono Davies
Welsh
Musician

We just need to accept that is how it's going to be from now on. We've 
just got to make our own adjustments depending on where we are in the 
world, because no one's spared from nature's rumblings.

Carsten Stormer
German
Photographer and journalist

 
Cyclone Anthony 
was a perfect exam-
ple of how people 
can deal with [natu-
ral disasters]. They 
knew it was com-
ing, they evacuated 
the place, and one 
or two people died 
in that, considering 
the strength of the 

typhoon. Compare that to Ondoy. It was not 
necessary for 80 percent of the city to be flood-
ed because of poor infrastructure and poor city 
planning. You have two ends of the spectrum 
there. Australia knew and they warned every-
one, so the destruction wasn’t that much.


